“Regardless of whether or not you support the
Navy’s mission or its expanding presence in our
public lands, waters, communities, and in the
airspace above us, it’s good to take a rational look
at how we came to have an electronic warfare
range for the loudest jets on the planet over
the quietest national park in the Lower 48.” Read
this report:
https://rainshadownorthwest.com/2021/11/01/the
-loudest-jets-in-the-quietest-park/
And those same jets are roaring over all the Salish
Sea communities.

Jet Noise Report
Sept - Oct 2021
Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are
reported by residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan
County Aircraft Noise Reporting Website. This document
provides data broken out by reports generated inside San Juan
County and outside.
With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has
been bombarded. In the first ten months of 2021 the number of
total noise reports exceeds the total of 2020 by 7.1%.

“I feel like crying every time I read about the comfort of natural spaces. The military has converted every
beach and forest I have access to into a permanent warzone.”
“Arrived at 12:00. There is has been a steady stream of jets flying by since then. Just like being by an
extremely loud airport. We liked to come here to enjoy the peaceful city of LaConner.”

Listen to the jet
noise that we hear in our region:

“Horrible shaking peace wrecking, wall shuddering racket tearing up a previously quiet Tuesday night.
8:45 pm. Anacortes. Scaring my pets and wrecking my chance of early sleep and proper rest. Frank
abuse of western Washington.”

https://sounddefensealliance.org
/growler-videos-audio/

“1:58pm Oct 4. Stanwood. Arrived in Stanwood for a visit to a relative in a senior center. As I get out of
the car, there is the extraordinarily LOUD jet noise in the air. It is pervasive. It is offensive. It goes on and
on. Rumbling roaring.”

The Navy dismisses noise data:
https://www.seattletimes.com/o
pinion/navy-should-use-our-dataon-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/

“9:51am 9/21. S Lopez. Long rolling thunderous roar from Whidbey. Very threatening noise. Low, deep,
& vibrating. I feel it in the floor & in my body. Having been in earthquakes, this type of rumbling
generates a PTSD response in me. My heart races.”
All comments begin on page 13.
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INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Report by Location
Reports by Type of Noise
Noise by Time of Day
Reports by Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data
reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise
reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.
This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports
2015 - 2020 and the first ten months of 2021
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The total number of
reports in the first ten
months of 2021 has
already exceeded the
total of 2020 by 7.1%.

*2020
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting.
Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In
the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that
the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise
reports in the database since 2015 through 2020 and the first ten months of 2021.
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports by Location
2019, 2020, and the first ten months of 2021

For a closer look, this chart offers
insight into three items:
1) The total number of reports
in the first ten months of
2021 has already exceeded
the total of 2020 by 7.1%.
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2) Reports of noise incidents
from outside of San Juan
County have grown
dramatically. Refer to the
“dot map” on page 12 for a
picture of this.
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3) In each year we have
experienced some incomplete
report data wherein some
reports did not include
location. For example. in
August 2021, 120
respondents did not indicate
their location as the website’s
locator button did not work
on an intermittent basis.
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Jet Noise Reports per Month, All Reports
Comparing 2020 to 2021
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Jet Noise Report by Type of
Noise
INSIDE San Juan County
Sept - Oct 2021
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Jet Noise Report by Type of
Noise
OUTSIDE San Juan County
Sept - Oct 2021
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Jet Noise Reports by the Hour
OUTSIDE San Juan County
Sept - Oct 2021
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes reports do not
include a specific time. For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance, or Not Available.
Note that there are hours of varying noise incidents. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating of the
impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by the Hour
INSIDE San Juan County
Sept - Oct 2021
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes reports do not
include a specific time. For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance, or Not Available.
Note that there are hours of varying noise incidents. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating of the
impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by Day OUTSIDE San Juan County:
Sept - Oct 2021
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Another example: As described in the previous chart,
the Navy persists is using “annual noise averaging” to
justify its statements of low impact. As you can see in
this chart and the one on the next page, there is no
“average noise” felt by residents in this region. The
noise is variable and each day is unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by Day INSIDE San Juan County:
Sept - Oct 2021
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Another example: As described in the previous chart, the Navy
persists is using “annual noise averaging” to justify its
statements of low impact. As you can see in this chart, there is
no “average noise” felt by residents in this region. The noise is
variable and each day is unpredictable.
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This is a “density
map” of jet noise
reports for 2020
only. For the sake
of visual clarity, this
map focuses on a
limited area,
though jet noise
data come from
further afield,
including more of
the Olympic
Peninsula.

Data Set: Full Year: 2020

Map by Sarah Blake 3/26/2021
Original jet noise data from the San Juan County
Open GIS Data Site. Data has been edited for clarity. Sources: Esn HERE Garmin USGS
intermap INCREMENT P NR Can, Esn Japan (MET) Esn China (Hong Kong), Esn Korea,
ESN (Thailand), NGCC © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community
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Referred to as the “dot map”, this picture of the Aircraft Noise
Reporting Map offers a different view and includes the larger
region, for the period of September-October 2021. People
outside of San Juan County began having access to the aircraft
noise reporting website in Fall 2019.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the reproduction of
the multi-colored dots, which signify the locations of noise
reports, minimizes the actual number of reports since the dots
overlay other dots.
This map represents 17,872 reports since August, 2019.
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Comments Submitted with September and October 2021 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running
inside your home?
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives.
Some reports do not include comments.
The growler noise 9/20/21 from 7:15 am until late pm It was shattering.a
dozen times that were extremely loud. I measured a growler overhead from
my location at cranberry lake campground in deception pass state park at
105 decibels on the NIOSH app.
Loud. Hurt ears. Going east over Camano. Flights constant since noon.
Working outside with a psychotherapy client because we can’t be inside
without masks due to COVID. When a navy growler flies straight over
uptown port townsend so loud that we stopped our session and discussed
the impact of present trauma. Sad.
"Awful- shaking/thundering/metallic shrieking starting up already,
disturbing our workplace in Oak Harbor.
2:22pm Sept 14. Today is one of CONSTANT jet NOISE. Huge roaring in the
skies. There is no getting away from it. It is AWFUL and ABUSIVE.

Sept 15. MORE jet noise today, off and on this morning. Just enough to
trigger the PTSD acquired due to yesterday's jet noise onslaught from
morning to night. South Lopez.
"Derek Kilmer Patty Murray and Maria Caldwel do not go home every night
trying to sleep with a war zone over their head
2:05pm Sept 14. S Lopez. Jet noise is everywhere is the skies, penetrating
my home.
These flights have been constant since August. Every 15 minutes. It is really
torturous. Last Sunday there was about 6 hours of no jet noise.
Unprecedented! Made it clear how completely overtaken life here is with
jet noise. Shame on you Navy!
3 flying side by side east side of Camano Island. Flying north.
Forks: multiple planes circling, evading, low growls becoming louder and
then thunderous, like a bad storm overhead. War games, electronic signal
evasion tactics? Have been at it fifteen minutes, repetitious and peace
shattering! Go away!
Tonight again! Last night's dc reading reached 88.4 inside. Doing the same
tonight and outside while cooking on bbq it reads 106.6! my chest at the
start of approach continues to tighten until they are done- I'm 72 my
husband is 78. Thanks
Kids are in bed, we're ready to, and the damn jet decides to wake the kids.
VERY disruptive.
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I've started keeping notes on my calendar. I've put up with the noise for
nearly 4 years now. It prevented me from being able to operate my homebased business. The past few months I've noticed that they knock out my
internet.
This is horrendous in a way the Prowlers never were. Can't be compared.
Navy Lied to get their way- free pass to harm the community. 8:45am"
7:15pm. Sept 14. There has been no relief today the noise almost
continuous, and I have tried to report most jet noise events. Right now. Big
roaring, rumbling, vibrating noise. S Lopez.

Extremely loud growler noises all over the Salish Sea wherever these things
travel
Roar and rumble from the direction of Ault Field disrupts going to bed/sleep
routine.
Growler heading east from Whidbey NAS over top of Camano Is. migrating
flock of birds in V-shape formation headin South go into confusion midflight and turn into each other …takes time for the flock to reorganize it’s
flight and resume migration.
Trying to enjoy outside with the grandkids and flights are going over.

One extremely loud eardrum shattering jet, flying roughly west to east

No flights this week, yeah right. SMH

S. Lopez, 2 Sept 2021, Thur, 8:45 am Gigantic Roar ! ! ! 84.5 decibels
9:55am: More roaring shattering the day.

Not only is the noise disruptive and bothersome when outside gardening,
but to smell jet fuel at the same time is maddening.

Directly over Lopez entire population

9:50am. S Lopez. Zoom call with client was interrupted by incredible loud
jet roar overhead. Client said "WHAT IS THAT NOISE!!" Conversation had to
start all over again.

"2 flying east over top of Camano Island.
While trying to dock boat was unable to communicate with people on dock
due to deafening jet noise. Many flights throughout the rest of the day.
Conversation interrupted again later when staff was trying to communicate
something to me.

I can clearly hear U.S. Navy growlers in Oak Harbor 17 miles from my house
right now

The roar is overwhelming. 86 DB"

This one aircraft has been buzzing around here for what-- 12-15 minutes?
Over and over. Fades out for a minute or two, then decides, "Hey! There's a
spot I missed!"

They aren’t supposed to fly and here they do again *sigh*

This very loud and low flight was over the house and has lasted a long time.

10:30 p.m. Really? Training? No sleep for our household! But, USN.
Command does not care about U.S. citizens….

Massive military aircraft flying overhead extremely disruptive
Extremely loud growlers flying right overhead at the moment
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I can't believe the navy can lie so much. We were told the growler program
would not be expanded. Navy trashed years of complaints. "Accidental"
Sure. Navy claimed it didn't know the email server was down. All lies. Many
emailed arny and barnett.

These timestamps suggest a sound that comes and goes, but warplane noise
lingers for minutes on end in horrific waves. Often one plane's noise has not
disappeared before the next plane, or group of planes, replenishes it. Hours
of constant war noise.

Large military plane. Flying east over Camano

"85 dB as recorded on Decibel X Pro

1 growler headed east over top ofCamano

Flight W to E"

And it's STILL going on.

Heading east over top of Camano

Flying when it’s not on the schedule. Smh

Flying east over Camano.

S Lopez, 9 Sept 2021, Thur: 9:55am - 1:30pm - Roaring all morning with
several screaming overflights.

The growlers continue to fly beyond the area they’ve been assigned,
disturbing the peace and general welfare of the citizens of Whidbey Island
and the surrounding communities.

12:16pm. 9/9. Lopez. Don't know what the Navy is doing, but the
thundering in the skies is tremendous & aggravating. Working at home,
needing to concentrate. With doors & windows open the noise comes right
into my head, but closed it's too hot. @#!!*

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my work activities
South end Lopez

3:49pm. 9/9. South Lopez. More roaring jet noise in the sky. I know that
the jet (or jets) is not overhead, but the noise fills the sky. It is intrusive.

Aleck Bay Road/Mud Bay Road/Chadwick Hill, López Island, WA.. Followed
by a second jet one minute later. The first jet was louder.

S. Lopez. We have had periodic jet roaring noise. Deep, thundering,
penetrating. Unnerving because it reminds me of earthquake noise.

"S Lopez, 10 Sept 2021, Friday: 1:30pm, 76.9 decibels - 1:31pm, 81.6
decibels inside the house. Outside was horrific - 10 decibels higher 86.9
and 91.6 decibels.

The navy has lied to us all and trashed our comments. Arny and Barnett
likely to blame. They denied knowing the server was down - lies!

1:35pm 9/10. ANOTHER ROARING JET. This is an attack! South Lopez.

Thx for ruining lives and lying about it!

12pm, 9/10. ANOTHER LOUD Jet overhead. Long long long long roar. South
Lopez.

Even though flying relatively high, it stopped my conversation.

12:20pm 9/10. S. Lopez. LOUD LOUD SCREAMING jet roaring over S. Lopez.
Still roaring as it goes away. WHY are jets flying over Lopez? Kids are in
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school, people are working. THIS IS DISRUPTIVE. Go fly your jets
somewhere else, wasting our money.

junket?Pilots like souped up jets? With this kind of noise abuse why would I
trust the Navy? Waste of tax money.

12:36pm. 9/10. Growler flying over Mud Bay Lopez to the West. LOUD LOUD
SCREAMING ROARING. WHY????????????????

11:13am 9/10. Incredibly loud jet over South Lopez. This has been going on
all morning. Is this "Terrorize Lopez Island Day"? The noise is horrible. I
don't think Legislators would want their home and families to endure this.

1:31pm 9/10. S Lopez. SCREAMING JET on approach, then it seems to turn
and the NOISE rips the air. Heading southwest. S Lopez.
1:32pm 9/10. On the heels of the roaring jet I just reported, here is another
screaming and roaring right behind it. What games are they playing? South
Lopez.
9:30am, Sept 10. Right now. A deep, pervasive rumble from Whidbey. I feel
it in the floor of my home. Hear it in my head.
9:54am. Sept 10. EAR-SPLITTING roar from jet overhead. DEAFENING. It
started with the normal roar and then WHAM, and it is still going on. I think
this is what happens when the jet is turning. But it is UNACCEPTABLE. Still
roaring, now 9:56am S Lopez
10:19am 9/10. Growler LOW directly over Mud Bay, toward the northeast.
Looked like Gears down. DEAFENING. The noise like the sky is ripping apart.
DEAFENING DEAFENING. STILL ROARING. ARROGANT OFFENSIVENESS AND
WAR AGAINST LOCAL RESIDENTS. S Lopez
10:29am 9/10 S. Lopez. My ears are still ringing from the last flyover and
now we have another ROARING jet. What are we, the landing site for the
Navy? WE LIVE HERE. The Navy declared war on us years ago and continues
to abuse us.
10:39am 9/10. Here we go again. ANOTHER SREAMING ROARING JET over S.
Lopez. Pilots too lazy to fly in approved pattern? Pilots out for a

11:18am 9/10. Yep. It really is "Let's terrorize Lopez Island day". ANOTHER
ROARING JET over Lopez. Screaming and roaring.
@#$%^&(*&^%##$%%^&*&Navy.
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
VERY LOUD SOUND of Growler banking to East
9:21am. Sept 10. HUGE blasting roar and vibrating rumble from Whidbey. S
Lopez.
"Extremely loud growlers flying overhead
The expansion of military bases like Whidbey Island only perpetuate war.
Coupeville the field of dreams if we build it they will come"
Very loud. Flying east over top of Camano.
And another. Flying east over camano
Again. My house is 5 miles from the Olympic National Park... imagine what
they're hearing .
Back again. We're a tourist destination, not a war zone, but it would be
hard to discern that we're the former vice latter.
Outside, attempting to finish painting my house; the aircraft have been
back three times since my last entry.
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My ears are getting sore from wearing the earplugs; this needs to end.
"Well over 2K feet, three of them-- :(
Ear-splitting, this time.
Afterburners right overhead.
Late at night and LOUD. Too low to houses.
9:02am. S. Lopez. Oct 21. Loud and deep jet noise rumble and vibration felt
here all the way from NASWI. Always feels like an earthquake.
9:27am S. Lopez. Oct 21. Loud and deep jet noise rumble and vibration felt
here all the way from NASWI. Always feels like an earthquake.
9:27am. S. Lopez. Oct 21. Loud and deep jet noise rumble and vibration felt
here all the way from NASWI. Always feels like an earthquake.
9:58am. S. Lopez. Oct 21. Loud and deep jet noise rumble and vibration felt
here all the way from NASWI. Always feels like an earthquake.
1:06pm S. Lopez. Oct 21. AGAIN Loud and deep jet noise rumble and
vibration felt here all the way from NASWI. Always feels like an earthquake.

Filling out this form over and over again each day is another kind of trauma.
I relive the same hell over and over again in my head and on the computer
screen.
Getting out of the car was concomitant with another explosion. The
apartment is strafed by shrieking war machines just as much as the forest.
Staying inside twentyfour hours a day is no protection from the trauma.
Flight started at 10pm
South Lopez
Woke me
S Lopez, 13 Sept 2021, Mon: 10 am - overflight 78.6 inside the house. Had to
come inside. The noise outside felt painfully loud.
9:29am. SCREAMING JET OVER MUD BAY, Lopez.
Horrible shaking peace wrecking, wall shuddering racket tearing up a
previously quiet Tuesday night. 8:45 pm. Anacortes. Scaring my pets and
wrecking my chance of early sleep and proper rest. Frank abuse of western
Washington.

"Ridiculously late loud and close to the house. Get some noise control on
the jets. Please!"

Hurts my ears

The first few explosions of noise were probably centred on over north
Whidbey, but now the planes began to scream and shriek and tear directly
overhead. The only freedom that means anything to me is freedom from
being tortured like this.

Flyovers

Trying to go to sleep

F *** em

So much continuing engine noise

The sound of freedom roaring around does nothing but to make the rich
richer and to perpetuate war

Stuff rattling inside our new house
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Super loud, eardrums painful from air pressure changes
My eardrums hurt from the vibration
Painful
Direct iverflights
Excruciating flyiover joise
Earsplitting
Hideous volume of engine noise
Nonstop ongoing engine noise
9:10pm, Sept 14. South Lopez. The jet noise is disrupting ability to rest and
sleep. The noise is invading our home.
S Lopez, 14 Sept 2021, Tue: 9:30 am - 10:15 am Huge roars. The day went
from a beautiful calm day to a War Zone in moments. Turned back from my
morning walk - I could only think of getting away from the vibrating,
blasting, screaming noise.
S Lopez, 14 Sept 2021, Tue: 12:27pm - 1pm. Sporadic blasts and roars.68.5 77.9 dec. inside the house. Days like this remind me that we live on "Navy
Time". They can erase the tranquility of our home for as long and they
want, whenever they want.
S Lopez, 14 Sept 2021, Tue: A hideous Growler day. Family from Seattle
arrived to get away from the noisy city. Between 1:30pm and 3:48pm we
were constantly interrupted by overflights spewing noise between 75.3 &
87.3 dec. inside. No quiet here!

12:59pm Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey. Continuous.
2:50pm Jet roaring overhead. Screaming. Sept 14. South Lopez.
2:55pm Sept 14. South Lopez. Jet thundering in the skies.
7:30pm Sept 14. S Lopez. Outside for a short walk. Incredible jet noise in
the skies. As if every jet is rolling around.
2:07pm Sept 14. the noise that blasted us a few minutes ago CONTINUES.
As if the jets are rolling around and around and around. Constant thunder.
S Lopez.
2:30pm. Sept 14. S Lopez. The skies are thundering with this jet roar.
Bursting in the skies and then just rolling, rolling, and rolling noise.
2:31pm Sept 14 Jet screaming over Mud Bay, Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD.
8:40pm Sept 14. The jet noise continues. Skies are roaring. S Lopez.
9:06pm. Sept 14. S Lopez. Skies are STILLROARING with jet noise. This has
been a truly awful day in a WAR ZONE. Felt that we are under attack. What
is the reason for this that makes any sense?
STOP FLYING THROUGH LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! Leave Lopez and
Lopezians alone!! You have repeatedly flown over us and every time you do
you leave my ears ringing for hours!! LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!!
Rolling waves of sound all morning. Overpowers conversation inside the
house. Nerve shattering outside
House is shaking from the jet blasts
Direct flyover !
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Thesse rolling noise blasts have been going on all day. They are so loud our
house actually shakes, windows and doors and cabinets rattling.
S Lopez,14 Sept 2021,Tue: From 7:07pm -10:10pm, Growlers roared. We
have been under the weight of NOISE from Navy Growlers since 9:30 this
morning. 12 +hours. . . The right to the peaceful use of our property has
been extinguished by the Navy.
Way too late!
3rd in a row
Continuation of intermittent, low rumble that started around 10:30 am
today. This is disruptive, and easily heard indoors in a home with double
pane windows and further noise insulation from surrounding trees.
Low rumble of growler heard indoors. Disruptive to pets.
Heard rumble indoors. Intrusive noise that is disruptive to meetings.
just at home, trying to go to sleep
4:15pm Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.

10:02am 9/14. S. Lopez. AGAIN. Following on one a few minutes ago.
MORE rumbling vibrating noise from Whidbey. I feel the vibration in my
home.
2:46pm. Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.
9:54am, 9/14. S Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD rumble and vibration, goes on
and on as the noise echoes over the water and around the hills.
11:47am. Sept 14. S Lopez. Looks like I am going to be repeating myself
most of the day if this jet rumbling and vibrating roar keeps up.
3:25pm. Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey. A day, so far of jets roaring in the skies.
10:32am. 9/14/ S. Lopez. AGAIN, another BLAST of jet roaring from
Whidbey.
12:11pm. Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.

12:53pm Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.

10:17am. 9/14. S. Lopez AGAIN, another earthquake from Whidbey. 14
miles away and we are hit with blasting shaking roars. I guess they are
launching their rocket jets, which will likely come back screaming over our
home as they head back to Whidbey.

9:58am. South Lopez. More loud vibrating pulsating deep rumbling from
Whidbey.

12:55pm Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.

10:04am 9/14. South Lopez. A morning of rumbling vibrations hitting our
home. Jet activity at Whidbey. Annoying, disturbing. Feels like an
earthquake.

3:50pm Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.
Vibrate whole house
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10:14pm. S. Lopez. 9/14. It sounds like a HUGE EXPLOSION, but the noise is
like all the noise of today and many other days. Jet engine rev-up and take
off at Whidbey. It is a BLASTING RUMBLING DEEPLY OFFENSIVE NOISE.
People may be trying to sleep
12:06pm. Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.
9:30am, 9/14 HUGE rumble and Vibration of jet noise from Whidbey. S.
Lopez.

From 7:09 to about 7:25 what i believe to be Growlers flew overhead maybe
5-6 times. it was annoying.
12:49pm, 9/15. Speaking of PTSD. Suddenly we've got a huge roaring jet
over South Lopez. It is a deep continuous rolling & echoing roar. The noise
eclipses the TV & the washing machine. All we have is the roaring like a wild
lawnmower in our home.
Multiple direct flyovers the San juans

11:51am. Sept 14. South Lopez. Excessive rumbling and vibrating roaring
from Whidbey.

"Several growlers took off from Naval air Station Whidbey half an hour ago
headed west now they’re returning traveling over my neighborhood
abusing everybody.

9:34 South Lopez. Very loud and deep rumbling and vibrating jet noise.

"War jets screaming over my house

Wow, thought this was over with. Back to the regular complaints.

F!!!!! NAS whidbey"

All day again, every 10-20 minutes.

Extremely loud war jets flying overhead

All day. I'd say I only report a tenth of the incidences, because if I stopped to
report every single time that stupid plane makes that horrible noise my
work day would last 24 hours.

Growlers passing low overhead, several times in the past half-hour. Very
disruptive.

At various times throughout the day, roaring and vibration. Visitors from
another state asked "What's that dreadful noise?" It IS a dreadful and
disturbing noise, overwhelming every other sound in the environment.

Engine noise from Ault
Flyover
My chair is shaking from floor vibrations caused by engine noise

i almost always hear them in groups, this is the first one ive noticed in
awhile. i feel like either theyre less noticeable in the summer or the military
starts flying them immediately after tourist season

Chair under me shaking

Why disrupt a quiet read?

FCLPs at OLF

Growler flyover
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"Disrupting communications with patients in our medical clinic in Oak
Harbor. So loud for a moment it hurt the eardrums.
10am "
Direct flyiver
10 at night.??.? No sleep here.Thank You So Much USN
"Quite a bit of episodic, metallic roaring - loud enough to hurt the ears,
today in our medical clinic in Oak Harbor.
Seems unhealthy for everyone and clearly extremely unpleasant.
11:30am"
S Lopez, 16Sept2021, Thur: 10:02am 78.1 decibels inside. 12:20pm - 2 pm
More big, Loud Roars.
12:47pm 9/16. South Lopez. LOUD jet overhead. First the shrill scream,
then the huge roar. Invades my home.

Transiting growlers waking people up- Sunday morning. Anacortes. 7 am
Extremely low overflight immediately over my home.
Low pass RIGHT over my home going east to west. 80dB
Horrible growler activity out of Naval air Station would be this morning
F*** em
"Extremely loud hearing damaging Westward plane or planes it must be up
to three growlers this time
I’m sure we will hear the return flight within them the hour"
Three low growlers flying roughly south to north. Interrupted business call.
S Lopez, 21 Sept2021, Mon: Starting the day with a ROAR . . .66.4 decibels
in the house. 76.4 outside where we were a peaceful cup of tea - until the
Navy arrived.

12:33pm. 9/16 S Lopez. Screaming jet noise.

7:37pm. Sept 20. LOUD LOUD LOUD ROARING JET over South Lopez. It
sounds like the roaring will never end. It goes on and on and on.

1:46pm 9/16. Roaring jet over S. Lopez. Roaring. Roaring. Roaring. Roaring.

11:10am. Roaring LOUD jet over Mud Bay. Lopez.

11:37am. LOUD jet noise over S. Lopez.

1:09pm sept 20. Loud growler roaring over center of Lopez. Just a bit south
of the school,so loud I am sure it was heard in classrooms. GO AWAY!

12:09. 9/16. S Lopez. Jet noise rumbling in the sky. Doors and windows
closed. Why am I hearing this?
Horrendous, deep, house shaking thunder from the south- Anacortes on a
Friday evening after 6. Deeply disturbing earthquake, avalanche,
explosion-like sounds. Perfectly awful and navy abuse of us

Multiple low flying growler aircraft
9am on the dot. Sept 20, and we are slammed with the LOUD rolling
vibrating jet noise from Whidbey. S Lopez.

S Lopez, 17 Sept 2021, Fri: Roar ! 9:06am, 66.9 decibels
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This was unbelievably loud. Had to cover ears to keep from having hearing
damage. This has been the first extremely loud aircraft in the past few
days. Time to move the military aircraft to the desert.

S Lopez, 21 Sept 2021, Tue: Morning Roar-78.6d. Evening ROARS - 8:07 8:17pm. Noise is LOUD and LOW, rattling everything. Sounds like engine
testing. What ever happened to Larsen's promised Test Cell? !!!

I was attending a board meeting outside when a series of 2 jets flew above
us. The speaker giving a report continued talking but we couldn’t hear him.
This happened again 10 min later with someone else and then a 3rd time.
So disruptive!

9:28am. Sept 21. S. Lopez. HUGE Rumbling roar from Whidbey. It is like
feeling the impact of a massive explosion.

Please stop flying, even with headphones in my house, it’s still too loud
They have been flying non stop all night. They need to go away!
Woken from deep sleep after 10 pm by horrendous deep low thunder
shuddering my home. Anacortes. Navel abusing our health- wrecking our
needed sleep/rest
I wish I had all day to submit the horrendous noise that are flying over my
community but this is just a very small percentage of what’s actually
happening and being reported

9:51am 9/21. S Lopez. Long rolling thunderous roar from Whidbey. Very
threatening noise. Low, deep, & vibrating. I feel it in the floor & in my
body. Having been in earthquakes, this type of rumbling generates a PTSD
response in me. My heart races.
Knock it off already.
Intense noise, very agitating and disruptive
Extreme growler noise 5 miles out of Port Townsend heading into the
Olympics what wonderful neighbors we have
"The overall background noise that one here’s is in Port Townsend is the
sound of military warfare jets

Just sat down to enjoy dinner on the deck. Had to scramble back inside as
growlers began FCLPs at OLF.

What the sick World we are promoting"

More FCLPs at OLF. Deafening.

Too loud to enjoy outside activities. Had to protect my ears from hearing
loss. Thanks for the 3rd world experience. Take it some where else.

F*** em
"The jets are extremely low, loud, & close together this eve. The time
between one pair was less than 30 secs.
We just adopted a rescue dog in the past week. He was startled, then
disturbed & visibly fearful when the jets were directly overhead. "

you are KILLING ME
Over an hour of endless growler jet noise is too much. No US citizens should
be subjected to this. These jets need to be moved away from US citizens.
ongoing since 6:30pm
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Very disruptive!!!
Another night of Growlers at OLF.
More FCLPs starting at OLF. Long, loud, late night. Trying to talk to son on
phone but had to hang up due to noise.
So loud and jets are flying circling town limits the jets are very huge and
very visible! Never used to see them in town a few years ago! Why have
the flight patterns changed! Ear splitting since apprx 6:30 pm!
Again, super close and ear splitting! Im in my house and still extremely
loud! I have to work in the morning this is not acceptable when trying to
get sleep!
All of a sudden out of no where, a jet came blasting through and I could feel
the rumble and vibration in my house
"Ear splitting sound! The jets were circling so the excessive noise went on
for a few hours.
One jet appeared to have it's wheels down.
I was trying to have a peaceful afternoon in my garden but instead it turned
into a nightmare. "

endanger us with crashes and very REAL HEALTH CONSEQUENCES LIKE
HYPERTENSION, TINNITUS AND MIGRAINES
"GET YOUR DAMN JETS AND THEIR HORRID NOISE OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND
AIRSPACE NOW!!
WE NEVER AGREED TO BE TEST SUBJECTS IN YOUR HORRID WAR GAMES
PRACTICE!! EVERY TIME YOU GO THROUGH OUR SPACE YOU LEAVE ME
WITH MIGRAINES AND RINGING EARS!! LEAVE LOPEZ ALONE!"
Some of the loudest roars ever. All day so far. Even sound headgear can’t
block it
Seemed to last even longer than usual. Maybe there were several aircraft?
Maybe they were circling our house trying to make me deaf?
They don’t even think about it"
Here we are again being carpet bomb by the growlers night after night
Quiet day birdwatching disrupted by continual overhead jet flights.
Here we go again with FCLPs at OLF.
FCLPs starting at OLF again. This just needs to stop.

S Lopez, 22 Sept 2021,Wed: 7:30pm, two LOUD Takeoffs from Ault Field.
78.6 decibels inside. Our whole house is rattling, dinner is interrupted, the
dogs are barking - all from a Growler taking off 12 miles away. What is
wrong with this picture?

Ruining the best part of our day again. Can't sit out and enjoy.

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE!! EVERY SINGLE TIME YOU
ROAR OVERHEAD YOU LEAVE MY EARS RINGING FOR HOURS!! STOP
ABUSING US AS IF WE DON'T COUNT AS HUMAN BEINGS!! LEAVE LOPEZ
ISLAND ALONE!!
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Get your damn jets out of Lopez Island Airspace!! We NEVER agreed to be
part of your War Games!! Every single time you roar through our space you

Way too loud, they fly too low. They need to go
The growlers circled for more than 30 minutes.

Suck it, warmongers

"Rattled windows.

This has been going on for a very long time this evening. $45,000 an hour
while children starve.

"Long, low flying, could hear the whine of the turbines

you idiots are relentless. constant low rumbling for hours.

Very low. :(
"Westbound growlers destroying our environment

Arrived at 12:00. There is has been a steady stream of jets flying by since
then. Just like being by an extremely loud airport. We liked to come here to
enjoy the peaceful city of LaConner.

And yes the majority of Democrat representatives voted for an increase in
military spending"

"We live on North Whidbey Island, and are continually subjected to the
Growlers flying circles around North Island low level, gear up, and full
throttle with total disregard and disrespect to the residents on this island.

26 flyovers today (no OLF activities). TWENTY SIX - mostly extremely loud.
I've stopped logging every event because it was taking too much of my time.
FED UP RESIDENT!

Larry 360-XXX-XXX

F*** em

Military helicopter flying slowly south from the north. Full length of
Camano Island.

F*** en

Vibrating throughout the house.

The only insight to be gained from life in Anacortes is that the United States
is a hyper-militarized blight upon the world.

This report is for the week of Oct. 4, 2021. There were NINETY ONE (91)
noise events over Coupeville, ALL EXTREMELY LOUD. Some lasting two+
minutes while one or multiple jets flew over. The events started as early as
8:30am, up until 11:00 at night.

F*** em

I knew they would use rainy weather as an excuse to do more torture.
Deep, deep, rumble.. vibrating.....

1:58pm Oct 4. Stanwood. Arrived in Stanwood for a visit to a relative in a
senior center. As I get out of the car, there is the extraordinarily LOUD jet
noise in the air. It is pervasive. It is offensive. It goes on and on. Rumbling
roaring.

Low flight southend Lopez

I am woken up every night by this same flight, same sound, same time. Why
do they have to fly 24/7? It is torture.

plane flew directly over the house

Low flight south lopez
Flyover
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Get your damn Growler Jets OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR PRACTICE AREA!! WE ARE HUMAN BEINGS
NOT PAWNS!! Every time you roar overhead you leave me with ringing ears
and headaches!! NOT FLYING OVER LOPEZ ISLAND!!

Flyover

Flyovers

More growlers flying over

S Lopez, 10/5/2021, Tue: Overflights - 9:10am, 9:14am, 9:23am - 78.8
decibels outside. Low and LOUD. Another morning walk with JARRING ear
splitting noise.

Vibrated whole house couldn’t hear tv

S Lopez, 10/5/2021 Tue: 79.4 decibel ROAR at 9:20pm in the house Another
at 9:37pm Everything shaking.

Distant flyovers

Still going strong. :(
I feel like the last ten years of my life have been nothing but shrieking
military aircraft. I feel utterly hopeless and alone. I don't know how to get
away from here. I wish I had killed myself in 2009.
Damn thing returned, louder this time.
"Damn. Had about 90 seconds of quiet then, boom, it's back.

"Several growler flyover
Hurts the ears"

Helicopter

Midnight and my 10 year old son has school in the morning. So do I, for that
matter at WWU. Yet we are both wide awake as the jets continue to circle
our house.
Afterburners over town. How sad.
F*** em
F*** em

At this time of night- of course it disrupted activities! GO HOME.

"All morning there have been training flights with growlers. Loud.
Disruptive.

It's after 2000, why are they making all this noise?

Overwhelming noise. "

An all day summary of horrible noise. There were 21 flyovers in Coupeville
today starting around 9am. Sometimes maple jets would flyover doubling
the noise. There were no OLF operations. Another day without a walk.
Earplugs don’t work to mitigate.

Lopez southend

South end Lopez

S Lopez, 29 Sept 2021, Wed:12:48pm This noise sounded like it would take
our house down ! 88.6 decibels+ Overflight. Growlers should not EVER be
flying anywhere near homes. EVER !
Low flying growler aircraft
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A bit of everything..

fairly low noise, but unmistakable

95 dB on Decibel X Pro

Window rattling.

S Lopez, 30 Sept 2021,Thur:1:25pm -1:42pm.Sounds like engine testing pointed at Lopez. Steady noise at 78.4 dec. At 7pm we are being shaken by a
low rattling vibration, disturbing because I can feel it shaking my body and,
of course, the house.

One those never-ending roars.

Lopez outh end

Loud, low south end of Lopez

Deep, deep rumbling, vibrating windows, lasted over three minutes.

9:22pm. NIGHT TIME!!!!! We are being POUNDED by jet roaring from
Whidbey. It is like a giant thunderstorm all around us.

A stream of Growlers totaling now seven overflights have been underway
for over 20 minutes. The jets are passing only several hundred feet above
my property with ear-shattering noise levels. I called the NAS complaint
line.
Extremely loud one jet after another, low and slow. Uncalled for, so
disrespectful and irritating. Just another day in Coupeville where peace is
shattered by the Navy yet again. The noise is horrible.

Engine runups
Starting up for the day

9:25pm South Lopez. Jets screaming above us. Thundering skies with the
noise from Whidbey. It is NIGHT TIME. PEOPLE NEED TO SLEEP!!!!!
9:39pm. South Lopez. HUGE ROARING from Whidbey. Sounds like jets
taking off. TV is on. Dishwasher is on, and yet the jet noise supersedes it all.

Low flying growler aircraft

9:41pm. South Lopez. Jet ROARING over us. First we get the blasting
vibrating roar of take-off, and then the jet is screaming over us. The Navy is
abusing this region.

At this hour, it's ALL disrupting.

"Two direct flyovers

Really? At close to 11 pm??????

Double jets"

"More engine noise from Ault….we are trying to sleep

Having lunch outside - thunderous jet flying over made it unable to carry on
conversation.

Shame on you!!!!"
It's late, so ALL the damn jets ere Extremely Loud. :(
F*** em

"It’s so obvious that the NAS Whidbey Island and the community of Oak
Harbor supporting this abusive offense to our own citizens .
And our elected representatives
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Are brain dead or asleep or they just don’t care how they earn their living"
F*** em

Sick and tired of the constant ponding of horrific noise by the navy. They’re
Shi*** neighbor! It’s hard to believe they continue to not only get away
with this but would continue subjecting us to it knowing there’s a problem.

Flyovers

Two low flying military aircraft. Extremely loud.

"Continual

Deep, deep, chest-vibrating rumbles.

Engine noise all afternoon "

3 jets in formation flying over.

1:55pm. Oct 6. LOUD LOUD roaring jet overhead. The noise just keeps
going. Invades my home. S. Lopez.

2 jets low and roaring over south Lopez

Low flying growler aircraft

10:22am. S Lopez. Big Jet roar in the skies.

8:14pm. S. Lopez. LOUD jet overhead. Long roar.

12:01pm, 10/7/2021 Just went out the door for a lunch time walk and I am
hit with a BLAST of roaring jet noise. These jets are TOO NOISY and TOO
LOUD for this populated area. S. Lopez. Still roaring.

Chair vibration

3 direct flyovers. Insanely loud. There has to be a better way.

S Lopez,10/6/2021, Wed: 9:56am - 78.6 decibels outside

At least four jets passed directly over my house at a low altitude just now. I
heard a loud roar, went outside to spot the growler, which I couldn’t see
because of clouds, then three more growlers in formation passed over my
house again.

3 growler flyover

It's after taps, folks.
Veryloud.
"1000 feet over the top of my home
F!#! NAS Whidbey Island"
Extremely loud 3 jets in close formation over home. We live in hill, so higher
than surrounding farmland making noise even louder.
the jets are flying very low tonight and extremely loud.

Two sets of 3 right over the middle of Looez. Eat pain
"Terribly loud
5 growlers
Much much louder than even the standard growler loud"
One jet flew directly over our house very low altitude with a horrendous
screaming noise. The loudest we e heard so far. Flew low and fast straight
towards whifbey
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Extremely loud jet noise for several minutes
"The ugly growler are up destroying the world

I am woken up every night by this same flight, same sound, same time. Why
do they have to fly 24/7? It is a day in, day out form of slow torture.

God bless America "

Need sleep and rest. 9pm and cannot sleep due to hideous screeching
thunder tearing up the skies in Anacortes. This is abuse

FOUR flyovers, over Coupeville within 10 minutes. First there were two one
after another, then two more. While their altitude was higher than usual,
their noise permeated everything.... horrible, low, loud frequency over a
long period of time.

"8:35 pm in Anacortes and it is impossible to enjoy the gentle rain falling on
the roof because of repeated bursts of deep grinding thunder. Warplanes
banking and turning with echoes across the water and land. Antithesis of
peaceful.

So loud bathroom mirrors rattled and her he two grand babies almost 3 and
1.5 pointed to the sky (in the house), saying jets. Note we are on Camano.

Ruinous growler thunder , deeply shaking my Anacortes home. 8:15 pm
now- ongoing since home at 5:30 from a hard days work. No peace, no rest,
no decreased blood pressure one needs to recover for tomorrow.

Almost 10:30am. S. Lopez. Excessive jet noise. Rumbling roars.
11:40am. Doors and windows closed and I am disturbed by deep rumbling
vibrating jet roar invading my home. South Lopez.

"Home from a very stressful day at work (where I had to listen to jet noise
in Oak Harbor) and it sounds like the world is ending. Horrific, deep,
echoing thunder in Anacortes. This is torture. This is abuse. 5:45pm

12:15pm, S. Lopez. AGAIN. More loud rumbling roar of jet noise from
Whidbey. Loud and long roaring.

Jesus god da mnF*** f*** the f******* jets

9:05am S. Lopez. LOUD jet roar from Whidbey.

F*** em

10:20am S. Lopez. Very loud jet roaring and lots of it.

GROWLERS INTERRUPTED A NICE DINNER

12:17pm. South Lopez. Out walking for some exercise and WHAM: big jet
roar. The noise filled the air.

Had to stop conversation because of loud noise

P-8 #339 above 500 feet

It was a military aircraft flying relatively low and was loud enough that I had
to wait for it to pass over before being able to continue speaking during my
meeting.

P-8 again, 825’
F*** em
S Lopez, 10/8/21, Fri: Constant ROARING and Over flights 9:30am 12:30pm.
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Much louder today for some reason. I was talking to our painter outside.
Had to go inside to finish conversation.
S Lopez, 10/12/ 2021, Tue: 9:15am - 10:10am and then constant Roars all
afternoon until 4pm. 70 - 75 decibels. Louder than the 20mph wind. Went N
to escape the noise. Could still hear it at the ferry.
"It is so loud right now
Our own communities are the war zone
Five days a week our communities are hammered by our own evil Empire
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Loud flyover. Growler Jets have been flying a lot this week. Roaring. Headed
east over Camano Island. Jet is over Cascades and I can still hear the jet
engines.
Ear splitting. I had two grand babies under 3 and I could only cover one of
their ears. Hundreds of ducks took off at the peak noise. Other jets flew
over and were very loud but not like this. Had a o leave. Was a homeschool
outing. Painful noise
Mt Vernon. Loud jet roaring again. Navy sending its loud jets over us in Mt
Vernon this morning. Go away!
10:59am or so. Getting into my car and suddenly I am hearing thunder. It is
a Growler jet. I can tell from the deep roaring and the very long long noise
trail. Mt. Vernon.

2:23pm. Burlington. LOUD LOUD Jet roaring overhead, Increasingly I hear
Growler jets in Burlington and Mt Vernon these days. Disruptive. Makes me
jump and think there is a truck roaring down the road.
Trying to have an important expensive zoom meeting and could not hear.
The blasts are reoccurring every few minutes. Can feel the vibrations on the
dinner table as we eat our meal
"Contact Joe and Jill Biden. Send them a big package of data. Bring the
most empathetic White House into this mess.
Thank you for your help!!"
This disgusting noise has been going on all day. This is OLD technology.
Stupid and useless. N Korea will shoot these down before they even get
near. Growlers won't get close enough to jam anything. Get real.
Cannot support our bad neighbors, the Navy. Never listening to public
input. Hope your wives love the location. They would hate anyplace where
you wouldn't disrupt so many lives. Driving your children deaf. Is it worth
it? Congrats!
"Endless US Navy growlers flying out of Whidbey Island
Too bad our representatives and senators are 100% supporting the Mission
Derek Kilmer Patty Murray Maria Cantwell"
"Growlers flying over our homeland continuously from Naval air Station
Whidbey
This is another version of being raped similar to how we’ve destroyed the
island and people of Okinawa"
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Recording fourth flight over top of Camano heading east since 9:30am. It’s
10:04am. So disruptive, harsh bone penetrating noise.
"Trying to work in medical clinic- the tinny roaring at a volume it hurts the
eardrum- transient and a little off and on.
It is loud enough inside at times though to cause pain.
11:20 pm Oak Harbor"

S Lopez, 10/14/2021, Thur: Another hideous noise day. 8:57am - 6:50pm.
10 hours of noise with a few breaks. Sounds like FCLP's at AULT. Schedule
says it's not happening. 66.8 - 79.3 decibels inside. Everything rattling.
Insanity!
predictable of them to use peaceful rainy conditions as an excuse to
increase the amount of torture this week.
Loud jet screaming overhead 12:18. On a ferry by Blakeley island.

extremely loud flight overhead

F*** off

South end of Lopez

Saturday afternoon- Anacortes. Nearby military aircraft, thunder and
deeply felt shaking vibration to my home. War sounds disrupting a peaceful
weekend.

Horrendously loud noise from 10 Growler jets flying over my house today.
Growler noise ALL day 10am-5:30pm. More daily flights than ever heard - in
8 years since moved to Lopez. Live on NW side of island. Move Growler
base to less populated area!
Constant flyovers, can’t have conversations outside. This needs to stop.
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Multiple low flights over heart of Lopez and airport all morning
Direct low altitude flyovers multiple jets Earth shattering noise
We have been vacationing here on Fidelgo island for 2 days and the noise
from jets is very disruptive, shakes the house! Also , the flights are too
frequent. Lovely area but we won’t be back because of this horrible noise!
Really loud in Olga area last few days.

Very load and disruptive flights today. It was such a great day until the
Growlers showed up. They need to move this or make them much quieter.
As 2 senior citizens this flight pattern that is occuring throught this day, it is
very disorienting- hard to think -complete our thoughts when they are
circling the perimeter of our home. My body cringes -I feel the vibrations
from the ground up.
WEEK of Oct. 11: a total of SEVENTY (70) overflights in Coupeville starting at
9ish am and stretching into the evening hours. Each flight was EXTREMELY
LOUD lasting 2+ minutes as they flew by overhead. There is NO mitigation
possible for these jets.
5 military planes heading east over top of Camano island. Their noise is so
much more withstandable then the growler noise.
Destroyers of quiet. Can't enjoy the hunters moon with the noise of the Jets
3:15pm. S Lopez LOUD and deep and penetrating jet roar.
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Horrible Noise.

Ongoing

Two aircraft flew directly over our hou at 3:14 and 3:16. Extremely loud and
very low. We live in downtown Coupeville.

Also at 4:07

3:54pm. 10/21. S. Lopez. Standing in the kitchen, wondering why the floor
is vibrating. Dishwasher not on, washing machine and dryer not on. Then I
hear the jet noise rumble from Whidbey. Persistent, pervasive, penetrating.
The Navy invades my home.

"Steady blasting
Several minutes of solid wall of loud noise"
Lots of jet noise today. Mainly growlers. A few P3 flyovers but these are not
as harsh nor as loud as growlers and ground testing.

6:44pm. S Lopez. 10/21. Yesterday & Today, like so many days: NOISE NOISE
NOISE. Constant jet rumbling mixed with jets in the air. Tonight, during
dinner, the air was simply filled with thunder from jet engines. Very
disruptive. A form of terrorism.

10:25am. S Lopez. Oct 19. ANOTHER roaring rumble from NASWI. Disruptive
of my ability to stay focused on a ZOOM presentation. I am trying to WORK
and the Navy is DISRUPTIVE!

Back again.

10:50am. S Lopez. Oct 19. The ROARING CONTINUES. Huge rumbling
vibrating wall of noise from NASWI. Disrupting my work.

Rumbling, vibration, no peace, they have to go away.
2nd day path is overhead and we 72+ year olds are not liking this-Dcbs are
increasing as they loop tighter with each pass, went from 72 to now 84 in
just 3 loops. The floor begins to rumble at 50,in turn sense my shoulders
tensely rising to my ears.

"HUSH HOUSES? The Navy has to go. Its not the one time but the constant
all day noise. Houses shake. No way to concentrate. I thought they banned
torture!

4 PM on Tuesday afternoon, Oct 19, 2021. My decibel app recorded in
excess of 110 dB (peak 118 dB). As a result, forced to seek shelter indoors.

Get your damn jets OUT of Lopezian airspace!! We never agreed to be part
of your damn wargames...or any part of your practice area!! We are
HUMAN BEING NOT PAWNS!! Every time you are overhead I get migraines
& TINNITUS!! STOP DESTROYING OUR HEARING!!

Many, many noisy, disruptive events!!!

Furniture and house shaking, very disruptive all afternoon today!

F*** these as****** F***s

loud vibration rumbling, hurts my innards.

Loud boom preceded jet

"terrible rumbling all day

"Very loud and constant

Ok, now it’s shaking my floor. Dog is getting nervous. Not a good morning.
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Extremely loud noise outside, had to put pet inside. Could not carry on a
conversation, disturbing. Been happening all day long since 9:30, every few
minutes.
Still ongoing, impacting inside conversation. Impossible to carry on
conversation outside without pause due to noise.

12:45pm. S. Lopez. The assault continues. Navy is bombing us with jet
noise. Excessive roaring.
1:06pm. S. Lopez. Oct 19. The jet noise assault continues. LOUD jet noise.
1:19pm. S Lopez. Oct 19. Huge jet roaring continues to fill the skies.

12:40, Oct 19 S. Lopez. More LOUD Obtrusive Jet roaring. Deep Roaring,
Bone vibrating roaring.

1:47pm. S Lopez. Oct 19. Loud rumbling vibrating jet roar.

1:55pm. Oct 19. S Lopez. It has been a disturbing and annoying day. My
nerves are on edge. Almost constant jet roaring. Glad I am going
somewhere else this afternoon. Isn't it a shame that peace happens when
one leaves one's home.

No matter where I run I am bombarded by their incessant noise! So loud
even noise cancelling headphones do not work!

9:45am S Lopez. Oct 19. Continuous rumbling roar from jet(s). Like
continuous thunder. Going on and on and on and on .Disturbing and
annoying.
12:09pm. S Lopez. Oct 19. CONTINUOUS loud roaring of jets. Thunderous
and threatening. Oppressive noise. Had to run inside.
10:52am. S Lopez. Oct 19. I am on edge. Trying to concentrate on my work
and I am pounded by jet noise from Whidbey. LOUD roaring and vibrating
rumbling. Legislators are responsible for ignoring the degradation of
environment due to Growlers.
11:52am, Oct 19, S Lopez. Out walking for my lunch hour and WHAM
BOOM and explosive long-lasting roar of one or more Growlers. The noise
was shocking and ear-splitting. As if the world was exploding.
12:25pm, Oct 19. South Lopez LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring fills the skies/

11am, Oct 19, S. Lopez. AGAIN. Loud jet roaring. So LOUD, so CONSTANT.

3:30pm. In Lopez Village - the middle of the island. Tremendous booming
vibrating sound. I have been hearing it all day on the south end...it is
growler engine noise.
2:44pm, Oct 19. SCREAMING loud jet over South Lopez.
LOUD. Scaring animals. Another one before this at 12:34, 10 minutes ago.
Can hear it over the computer on a conference call. Mildly interfering with
telecommuting.
Seems to be non-stop today. Very loud.. perhaps we could limit the loud
ones to 1-2 times per day? Interrupting my farming/gardening activities
because I have to put the animals inside. They are afraid of the noise.
"VERY loud and persistent noise from aircraft. Coming and going. Began at
9:30 this morning, some less loud.
9:30 - 10:11 - multiple aircrafts, low rumbles
10:11 - very loud aircraft.
10:11 - 10:50 - 4 more, low rumbles
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10:50, 10:52 - 2 very loud "

How refreshing not to have the loud rumbling surrounding us"

USCG helicopter

More blasting

Just sat down to enjoy a glass of wine and a TV program with my husband
when growlers started FCLPs at OLF. Well turn off the TV, stop all
conversation, and hunker down against the noise until they stop.

"Several more have occurred but didn’t log them

This pattern, night #14, is the absolute loudest!! We live in a sturdily built
home and can't even hear our movie. This noise is extremely harmful to our
health.

4:40pm. Southend Lopez. Oct 19. Loud reverberating jet noise from
Whidbey.

long duration
Sudden
20 seconds
Will this please stop
Loud rumbling that continued for several minutes. Windows were rattling.
"Continuous noise
Louder at times but always there
Just stopped
8 hours now of continuous noise from the growlers, about every 10
minutes. Scared pets, interrupted conference call, disturbing to work
outside in garden or to do farm work. Will be getting a decibel reader, very
impactful. Unsafe and unpleasant.
VERY loud and persistent for about 8 minutes, intermittent loudness after
this. Could not see aircraft. Frightened our animals.

Thought a couple of hours of this would be enough for Whitney, sadly not"

5:01pm Oct 19 Loud rumble and vibration booming jet noise. Southend
Lopez.
5:47pm. Very loud thunder-like jet roar from Whidbey. VERY LOUD!!!!!
Southend Lopez.
9:37am, Oct 19. S. Lopez. RUMBLING ROLLING JET NOISE penetrating my
home. STOP!
9:44am, Oct 19, S. Lopez. AGAIN. Loud rumbling roaring jet noise from
NASWI penetrating my home.
9:53am. Oct 19. S. Lopez. The floor vibrates in my home as jets are revving
up at NASWI. Right Now. Then we get the blast of noise as jets take to the
air. It is noisy and disturbing and distracting. These jets are WRONG for a
populated area.
10:11am. Oct 19. S. Lopez. Needing to be carefully listening to a Zoom
presentation for work, and instead hearing and feeling the rumbling of
whatever the heck it is that NASWI does to disturb the peace. LOUD
rumbling and vibrating NOISE!!!!
1:48pm. Oct 19. S. Lopez. Rumbling and vibrating roar from NASWI. VERY
LOUD.
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All morning.

Disrupted the dinner hour, making conversion is difficult.

So at this point, to report every incidence of excessive noise, I would have
to just sit in front of my computer and hit "refresh" every few minutes.

7pm and the shaking, shuddering , threatening thunder persists- wrecking
what should be a peaceful evening in Anacortes. Absolutely horrid

Horrible roaring for hours this morning.

Wrecking, wracking terrible noise making it impossible to relax and relax
after stressful hospital work all day. Unhealthy for us. Anacortes 6:30 pm

All day. It's been all day.
terrible upsetting sound
Continued all morning, then resumed in afternoon around 3-4 pm

Waiting for them to leave
80 db

horrible horrible sound.

Yesterday and so far today, nonstop flights directly overhead. Loud enough
to drown out my computer webinar. Extremely annoying and not needed
over town.

Peaceful up here, except for the Growlers the last couple of days. Not fun.

War games circling overhead with firing loud after burners!

Going on all day it seems. When do we get a break?

Destroying quality of life. Traumatic levels of stress.

Rumbling big time here.

once again, we seniors are feeling the house rumble as they fly around our
home. I know my heart rate is up-anxiety once again - shit they just flew
directly overhead. I hate how it makes me feel.

Super loud, really annoying, searing the sky and mind.

Very LOUD aircraft, several (5 or so? beginning at 9:30 am) quieter aircraft
before this.
Been bad all day. Growler noise woke me up. Can here them inside.
S Lopez, 10/19/2021,Tue: Roughly 8 hours of Relentless NOISE - all day.
8:55am -5:45pm. Each hour of Growler flight costs taxpayers between
$35,000 and $45,000, consumes 1,300 gallons of fuel and emits 12.5 metric
tons of CO2 ! Do the Math!
Loudness!!

Rattle the house
Too loud, too dangerous, they need to move away, more and more people
are coming to the island. This isn’t the place to practice anymore
Shattering noise due to constant landing practice of multiple planes.
Recorded to 84 dbl - 85 is damaging to hearing. Disrupted conversation.
Getting ready for work day, will need to use noise canceling headphones to
work due to jet noise.

Had to run to house. Terror from above
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"3 flights within 5 minutes, the high 87 dBl. Navy Flight plan below says no
flights happening right now. Cannot schedule work if flight plan is not
accurate. https://www.quietskies.info/flight-schedule
Very loud flyover disturbing the peace
Sea Lions stressed. Stop flying overhead. These Jets are running our
sanctuary. We were here first. GO AWAY

S Lopez, 10/20/2021, Wed: 10:02am, 10:12am, 11:12am 68.4 - 84.6 decibels
inside the house.
Finally a long awaited day off from work in the medical field- and my
Anacortes home is repeatedly shuddering from deep shaking thunder from
Whidbey. Off and on all morning so far from 9 to mid day. Horrid and
disquieting

Loud rumbling all day, now flyovers

So deafening! Talking with neighbors outside, we couldn’t hear each other!
Low flight and afterburners punched out our ability to communicate.

Right overhead of Whale Rock a protected sea lion sanctuary. . Two Jets.
Doesn't the Navy have maps?

Right over our home. Off track

Low flying growler aircraft
Multiple low flying growler aircraft
The strong winds don’t shake the house. The Growler noise does
Its getting late and the godawful jet noise has been over town of coupeville
for a couple of hours! We need sleep for our shifts of work. Make it STOP!

"Growlers once again performing FCLPs at OLF. It stresses me out and raises
my blood pressure every time they fly. I file noise complaints but nothing
changes. This might be my last. We have no power against the Navy. Sadly, I
surrender.
Terrible
Shook the house

Been going on for the last 15 minutes, very loud jets. 7:38 pm now, still
happening. Inside, doors are closed, very loud and disruptive, can hear over
the radio.

Too loud! Even with headphones inside my house! They need to go. Times
have changed. This isn’t a first come first serve situation

"Rattled windows

Terrifying

Also noise at 11:02 and 9:53am and two more between those times"

Menacing

Too loud! Too low! Make it stop

Been off and on all day, much less than yesterday. But this passing sent the
dogs inside as we were gathering food for dinner. Are there no quiet hours?
Noise went well into the night yesterday.
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Mid Day- Excruciating- hearing damaging screaming from a visible Growler,
not even that low, over downtown Anacortes. Painful trip from the post
office to my car. Egregious harm ongoing in our community.

The Jets are extremely loud today - CRAZY LOUD. Its a DEATH RATTLE

Painful to inner ears

Everything is shaking from the vibrations

Doesn't the Navy know about Nature and conservancy! Constant growl all
day long destroys the Sea Lion Sanctuary on Whale Rock.

Super painful vibrations to ears

These jets should not practice over a National Monument!

Window rattled disruptive to conversation. And we are all the way over at
cattle pass.

The blasts from Whidbey are getting louder and more sustained every day.
This morning they are shaking the house and interrupting indoor zoom
meetings

Started around 0945, keeps coming back every few minutes

Direct flyovers Lopez

1:05pm, S. Lopez. Oct 21. Loud and deep jet noise rumble and vibration felt
here all the way from NASWI. Distracted me from the ZOOM call I was on.
Always feels like an earthquake.

10:29am, LOUD LOUD jet roaring. Lopez Ferry.

"Ears hurt from the vibrations

Seriously!? Again directly over town of coupeville dark out ear splitting.
Never used to fly directly over town, why are they doing so in recent past
and present! Why did the flight patterns change!?

Ault field"

FLYING RIGHT OVER THE CENTER OF LOPEZ. Must be lost again!

Out walking between 4-5pm today, Oct 21, S. Lopez and suddenly the whole
world was filled with a thunderous blast of jet noise/roar/vibrating wall of
noise. Jet taking off? Just revving up jet engines? Whatever, it was
murderous.

this is an additional report (#2)

Jet noise roaring in the air. South Lopez. 5:39pm

1:07pm S. Lopez. Oct 21. AND AGAIN CONTINUOUS RUMBLING. Loud and
deep jet noise rumble and vibration felt here all the way from NASWI.
Always feels like an earthquake.

7:11pm 10/21. After dinner, who wants to go for an evening walk in mild
temperatures? NO ONE! WHY? The skies are absolutely full of jet noise
emanating from Whidbey. Jets flying over S. Lopez. Jet engines revving up at
NASWI. A lethal combination.

this is the third time in less than two minutes
the unmistakable low rumble....

1:48pm. Oct 21. S Lopez. LOUD and disturbing rumble and vibration of jet
activity from NASWI.

12:08pm. Hunter Bay (Lopez). Loud jet roaring over us.
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6:47pm. Oct 21. S. Lopez. Jet noise from 14 miles away pervades our home.
The Navy lies and legislators turn the other way. This is disgusting. I am
ashamed of them, especially when they claim to be environmentalists. Hah!
7pm. 10/ 21. S Lopez. Another rumbling roar that vibrates through the floor
of our home. It is so deep & percussive that I can FEEL it. Jet noise from
Whidbey is an ASSAULT on regional residents. There is no other word. The
Navy is ASSAULTING us.
12:35pm. Oct 21. Southend Lopez. LOUD LOUD oppressive and
reverberating roar from NASWI,
"Loud rumble and vibration All Day Long! The Navy has no regard for its
citizens.
All morning there has been a deep rumble with vibrations. It sounds like an
"air quake". This is very annoying to say the least.
10:44am Deep rumbling vibrating roll of jet noise. Lopez Ferry. I hear this
same thunder further down the island, and here I am at the top of the
island and cannot escape it.
very prolonged, preceded by at least 2-3 other passes at a lower volume
4th time
More noise, distracting from work, inside doors closed. Upsetting. Naval
Flight schedule says no flights yet. NOT accurate. Was going to pick the last
apples from the trees but dogs can't take the flight noise. Not sure when we
can get outside.
Dishwasher and heat pump are running, but the jet noise inside with doors
closed is well above both of those, bringing my dog to my side yet again

with anxiety. Was just thinking how nice it is when the jets aren't running,
had 10 minutes without.
"Very loud, vibration of items on counter. Very disruptive and disturbing.
Unpleasant. Not sustainable. Cannot focus for work.
In addition to the ear splitting noise tonight as was last night too!
12:51pm South Lopez. Oct 21. LOUD LOUD Jet overhead.
Too loud. Should be in much less populated area.
Killing my ears
S Lopez, 10/21/2021, Thur: ANOTHER 9 HOUR NOISE DAY!!! 9am - 6:40 pm
Feeling trapped inside a sea of noise. Maybe this is what it's like for the
Orcas and all marine life. What a nightmare. Do Larsen and Murray have
any idea of what they done?
One might think a peaceful cloudy day of vacation would be a delightful,
restorative experience in stressful times, bit NO. US Navy says NO.
Growlers over my home wrecking any peace. Anacortes. Morning on a
Friday.
Forks: 3rd pass over at 11:44, prior at 11:20 was very loud, these are higher,
heading south to Olympic NP and the Hoh Rain Forest.
Low flying growler aircraft
10:33am. Jet roaring noise. Southend Lopez. Echoing and noisy.
Flyover.
Stop the Sound! Direct flight overhead. Had to stop what we were doing. Is
there a reason for destroying out home life?
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11:30am. ANOTHER loud roaring jet over Lopez Village. WHY is the Navy
flying over the center of Lopez?

8:25am. Another rumble and roar from some jet action at the Navy.
Disturbing. Southend Lopez.

11:17am. Loud jet - sounds like a Growler because the roaring is deep and
lasts a long long time. Lopez Village

"Reoccurring throughout the morning (this is my 2nd report today, but
there have been several fly overs).

12:08pm There is some loud jet noise going on over Lopez Village. Growler
noise is deep and jarring and long-lasting, unlike private planes where the
noise comes and goes.

My neighbor Don usually reports, but he is out of town this week so I'm
doing it."
S Lopez, 10/22/2021, Fri: LOUD ROARS 10:12 - 11:16am 72.8 decibels inside.

SUNDAY MORNING Oct 31 8:46am. LOPEZ. SUDDENLY A HUGE VIBRATING
RUMBLING ROAR. FELT THROUGH THE ENTIRE HOUSE. I THOUGHT
"EARTHQUAKE!" NO, IT WAS THE NAVY IN ITS TYPICAL ABUSE OF THE
REGION: JET ROAR.

Saturday is the day I am least likely to be tortured, but it doesn't mean it
won't happen. The constant expectation of imminent extreme noise is a
primary source of my perpetual anxiety and anguish.

It is Sunday. The day they are no even spouses to be flying and the just was
very low and flew directly over my house!!!!! Do they follow any
boundaries?????

I am reporting for the week of Oct. 17. We had a total of 78 noise events
over our home this week, all extremely loud. Some occurred while the jets
flew at OLF and others while making overflights from 8:45 am until the
evening hours.

Low flying growler aircraft
Persistent and progressively louder-softer-louder. Circling? So loud,
unpleasant. Well beyond commercial aircraft.
Loud persistent rumble, heard over radio, cooking, heater. Dog came to my
side, every passing increasing her anxiety, (and mine.)
Before 8 am it begins. Navy website states that San Juan islands are not in
the area of impact via soundmapping, though via email they said they are
re-routing flights north south in Fall/Winter due to weather shift. MOVE
THE GROWLERS.
8:18am. Rumbling and vibrating roar from the Navy jets. Southend Lopez

A bout of shaking, shuddering, deep house vibrating thunder to despoil a
Sunday evening in Anacortes - to remind us we live in a US government,
navy war zone- not a peaceful place. So very disturbing.
SUNDAY MORNING!! 10:35 am. AND RRROOOOOAAAAARRRRR ROAR The
bombing wall of jet noise from Whidbey hits us. Either that or it is an
earthquake, and I don't think it is. It sounds just like all the other abusive
noise from the Navy.
Ear splitting
According to our iPhone Decibel Reader App, the jet noise peaked several
times between 105 and 110 decibels. They started flying at 2:30. It's now
2:55 and they are still flying.
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Menacing
Multiple terrifying passes!!!
Me again. They're flying right over our house. It's currently reading 87.7 dcb
here inside. House and me are rumbling as they make their path overhead.
Hard to concentrate. I feel for the students and teacher in Coupeville
Schools!
That's the sound of environmental terrorism folks.
Environmental outlaws!

"Incredibly loud. they need tomake those jets quieter or move to less
populated area
"So loud you cant think
Give us a break. really loud
They are flying again and the frequency of flights over our house has begun
to increase recently.
Low flying growler aircraft

Too loud! Too low! Can’t even hear the TV in my own home. They need to
go!

Low flying growler aircraft

The last few fly over were terrible

Brutal

F*** em

Being crushed by FCLP on Tuesday night.

9:51am. A super windy day, the blowing trees are noisy. Lopez. And yet we
get the roar and bellowing, vibrating BOOM from Whidbey penetrating our
home.

No sleep tonight….. Guess the court argument today did not go well for the
people who live in Puget Sound….

There were at least five fly overs from about 8 am to 9 am. It was military
aircraft directly over our house that was so close and loud it kept us from
sleeping. No small planes are out today because it is a wind advisory and
they are not flying.

Such awful racket- impossible to concentrate at work in Oak Harborweekday- mid day. Right next to a school, can't imagine those kids have a
good experience right here. Risk hearing damage, difficulty concentrating.
Horrid.

Extremely loud. Too close to long established development.

"Wrecking thundering, shaking racket- disrupting activities in medical clinic
intermittently all morning. Oak Harbor. As unpeaceful as it gets hereroutinely.

Report for week of Oct. 25: 101 - ONE HUNDRED and ONE - extremely loud
noise events in Coupeville starting at 9am and into the evening hours M-F.
Mix of OLF and overflights. Words cannot convey my frustration with the
situation.

It should be so peaceful as the power is out and there is a light rain- except
for the horrendous echoing roaring that makes it sound like the end of the
world. Anacortes 7:30 pm
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Before 9:00 am, 3 aircrafts heard. VERY loud rumbling, could not hear birds
or conversation across yard. Small aircraft flew over a couple times and they
were MUCH quieter comparatively.

Pulled the car over at the mail box to grab the mail on my way home. The
sound of an airplane got louder and louder. I had to wait until it passed
before I could get my mail. It was not only deafening, it was terrifying.

The last 30 minutes the damn jets rattled windows with their afterburners.

WE experienced 3 events -short quiet times when they refueled. 81+ dcbs
recorded within the house.

Forks - here they are again for their night noise games. Very loud, hard to
hear my phone conversation with them nearly directly overhead!
Low and loud over south end of Lopez
3:02pm. South Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD DISRUPTIVE Jet noise roaring
in the skies.
3:16pm. Sept 8. S Lopez. Sudden screaming jet noise, then long roar.
10:10pm. LOUD jet roaring. Kept awake by jet noise drumming into the
bedroom. S. Lopez.
2:41 Sept 8. The skies are filled with roaring jet noise. TOO LOUD.
"Incessant noise- feels like someone has a scraper on the inside of my skull,
so unpleasant. Really makes work, conversations, concentration - very very
difficult. Oak Harbor is an ugly place to live or try to work. Navy torture.
Weekday all day

Very loud, trying to get ready for tomorrow
Extremely loud tonight. Kids are having trouble going to bed and the dog is
hiding under the chair. When is it too much!
The number of occurances is several times the number reported.. almost
constant noise at times.
multiple high fly overs by growlers that halted conversations due to
loudness.
ALL DAY LONG! Go somewhere else!
3:46pm, Oct 26. Southend Lopez. Cloudy, so I cannot see it, but that roar
sounds like every other Growler I have heard. The shrieking and the roaring
just march right into our home.
4:08pm Oct 26 South Lopez. Roaring jet, making a whole lot of noise.

4:18pm. Southend Lopez. ANOTHER roaring jet over us.

Low flying growler aircraft

11:09am. Lopez. Loud jet roar over us.

Low flying growler aircraft

12:21pm. South Lopez. LOUD LOUD jet overhead.

Get your damn GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! We never
agreed to be pawns in your War Games practice!! We never agreed to have
you DESTROY OUR HEARING AND CAUSE US MIGRAINES!! LEAVE LOPEZ
ISLAND NOW!!

12:23pm South Lopez. ANOTHER loud roaring jet overhead.
3:27pm. S Lopez. Jet noise echoing around the skies.
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Jets jets jets! NOISY JETS!
Fly somewhere else please!

9:05am S. Lopez. The rumbling is starting from Navy jet action. Another
day of jet noise?
Direct flyover

LOUD JETS drowning out loud music!
Go fly somewhere else!

S Lopez 10/27/2021, Wed: 9am - 9:56am - 2 jets screaming overhead.
Again, 7pm - 7:30pm steady ROARING.

Are you at all concerned about noise pollution?? The environment???

Wearing the noise cancelling headphones...indoors

1:59pm. Oct 26. S Lopez. SCREAMING and SHRIEKING Navy jet...now it is
roaring away from us. Long ROAR. Offensively loud.

"Jet airplanes obviously flying traffic patterns at very low altitude overhead
Anacortes (Guemes Canal/ferry terminal) at a quarter past 9pm.

One a****** US Navy pilot with afterburners flying right over the top of
Port Townsend

The traffic pattern flying is happening since approx. one hour"
Extremely loud and my house was shaking

"They are making way too much noise. people nedto be able to live in there
homes

Piece of sht f***s

"What idiot specifide these horrifically loud planes

30 minutes if constant jet noise and counting. The navy can get fked.

Two nights in a row, an absolute acoustic assault on the Saratoga Passage
side of Central Whidbey. dBC in excess of 110 bBC.

F*** these a******* F***s

Low flying growler aircraft

Vibrating the walls and windows, overpowers the noise of two sound
machines, a fan, and earplugs. Then doesn’t stop for hours. It’s incredible
how much they disrupt these nights and evenings and make their presence
known as if we’re in a war zone.

Jet noise blasts all day

Extremely loud what sounds like a growler

Blast after rolling blast of sound

My prayer wasn't granted. Instead the planes came louder and even more
often. Four minutes apart, three minutes. Two minutes.

Came right over the house heading toward Whitney. LOUD!

That jet flew EXTREMELY LOW over our home on exit. Not at all the norm!!!
We watch tv with captions on because we can’t hear it over the noise of the
planes. We have triple pain windows and a very insulated house.
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Life in Anacortes, apart or the foremost part from and of crippling
depression caused by unceasing daily and nightly military assaults for more
than a decade, has destroyed my belief in the decency or goodness of other
people: all are monsters.
After I stopped clamping my shooting range ear muffs against my skull as
hard as I could to hopefully prevent any more permanent damage to my
hearing than a decade of shrieking warplanes has already caused I prayed
for no more trauma tonight.
I was only outside five minutes before the first shrieking war machine
announced its presense in the distance. I tried telling myself it might not be
as bad tonight as I was dreading before I left the apartment; instead it was
the worst of the year.
The planes continued to attack during the drive back to my mother's
apartment.
Aircraft were flying low and were unbelievably loud. Many flyovers
between 8:45 and 9:15. Couldn't do what we were doing, and made our
bodies feel terrible.
It never stops.
I feel like crying every time I read about the comfort of natural spaces. The
military has converted every beach and forest I have access to into a
permanent warzone.
again they fly overhead- the dcb are increasing with each path as they
encroach to over the house rather than out at sea and coming in to land-84
dcb at this moment.
Too loud to read

Flew right over our home several times recently. I don't think the noise is
good for my children (or me). Please stop harassing us.
11:30am or so. S Lopez. Working outside so unsure of the time, Screaming
Growler overhead, heading north. Now the long roar. The jet disappears,
the noise does not.
It was raining, which meant I would not be able to wear my noise cancelling
headphones during my walk. I developed painful stomach cramps as I
prepared to go outside. Crushing dread accompanies me everytime I go for
a walk in the woods.
Shrieking, shredding, tearing sounds of warplanes tearing up the night skiesalready an hour past when I NEED to be asleep to be ready for work
tomorrow. Anacortes. Heinous abuse tonight by the us navy.
Loud even over rain and wind. Can hear them in the house.
Working late and jets are very loud
First thing I heard this morning when I took off my noise cancelling
headphones in order to put on my glasses. I sleep with the headphones on
and wear them all day.
Working people would appreciate a chance to sleep
Third time in three minutes or less
I live on the Whatcom/Skagit County line near Lake Samish. I have been
hearing Navy jets for the past 2 hrs. I am pretty far north from the base and
yet am subjected to this. Ridiculous.
SUDDEN VERY LOUD AND LOW Could not see through low clouds and heavy
rain
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Literally 10 minutes of constant jet noise. F*** the jets.

woke me up again

"Rattling windows

9:45am. S Lopez. Huge rumbling roar from jet activity at Whidbey.

Also several earlier times: 8:50am, 9:12am, 9:14am and about 5 other
times."

9:48am. South Lopez. The rumbling continues with ANOTHER HUGE ROAR.
Launching the rockets all at once,eh?

Get the damn Growler Jets out of Lopez Island Airspace!! They are so loud
that you can't hear a phonecall or the TV...so loud they leave me with
ringing ears for hours afterwards...and frequently with migraines!! STOP
ABUSING LOPEZIANS!STOP GROWLERS!

10:51am. ANOTHER JET ROAR from Whidbey. S Lopez.

5 yes FIVE JET FLIGHTS OVERHEAD THIS MORNING! Go fly somewhere else
where there aren’t people living.

Terrible noise
10:35am. S Lopez. On a zoom call and distracted by a vibrating wall of jet
noise from NASWI.

two in a row, woke me up

"Growler after growler leaving Oak Harbor traveling west and endless war
zone live in our community

This incident sounded like a mini sonic boom. There was a popping
sensation along with the noise and rumble.

I am 17 miles from where these things are taking off .I can hear them
immediately after takeoff.

9:46am. ANOTHER huge rumbling roar from Whidbey. ASSAULT! S. Lopez.

We are the indirect casualties . Or direct?"

9:49am. S Lopez. Now the air is filled with jet noise, echoing and rolling
around. Outside, impossible to hear anything else except jet noise.

S Lopez, 10/28/2021, Thur: 8:50am - 11:15am Sounds like more
"unscheduled" FCLP's at AULT. Why does the Navy have to Lie?

Morning, Oct 27. South Lopez. Working outside on a ladder. The rumbling
from NASWI and the jet noise in the air is really not good while I do this
work. The jet noise roars through the air, and the rumbling sends
vibrations.
Very Low flying growler aircraft
Extremely low multiple passes right over city of Anacortes. The loudest
blasts ever

Seeking shelter to avoid injury from acoustic trauma!
"Outrageous noise continuously inbound outbound war jet activity from
Oak Harbor destroying our environment and community here
the problem is way beyond Whidbey Island ,Naval air Station
Working from home these days thanks to covid, yet the Navy continues to
fly these unbelievably loud machines over the island in the middle of a work
day. Times have changed and the new reality is that many working people
are suffering.
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Jets are flying and sound is going through the entire house. If it continues I
use it will stop our homeschooling for the day.
A stream of Growlers over-heading. Almost constant roar!
These atrocities are NOT protecting our "freedoms". They are destroying
our planet, and there are other places they've been practicing for years,
such as Idaho, where they can continue to do so without disrupting this
area.
this is just harrassment
That sounded like it broke the sound barrier. I’ve lived on an Air Base and
know that sound.
Just when the weather cleared up enough for a long walk, ear-splitting
noise.
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